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TO:    HONORABLE CITY COUNCIL 

 
FROM:    CITY MANAGER DEPARTMENT: POLICE  
 
DATE:  SEPTEMBER 24, 2007 CMR:368:07 
 
SUBJECT:  POLICE DEPARTMENT’S USE OF FORCE POLICY INCLUDING 

TASER USE 
 

This is an informational report and no Council action is required. 

 

DISCUSSION   
 
On May 7, 2007 the City Council approved the expenditure of Citizens Options for Public Safety 
(COPS) funds for the purchase of electronic control devices (tasers), supplies and training in 
accordance with the Taser Task Force study. At that time, a draft of the policy for taser use was 
provided to the Council. While the Council indicated that was no need for staff to bring the policy back, 
Council did direct staff to define that the use of tasers would be limited to those situations in which a 
gun may be drawn.  While staff has revised the policy (attached) and included taser use into the 
Department’s complete use of force policy to clarify the use of tasers in the context of the Department’s 
overall use of force policies, staff believes that the defining factor directed by the Council for the use of 
tasers is much too liberal, which is contrary to Council’s stated intent.  Therefore, staff attempted to 
incorporate Council’s intent – to make the policy restrictive, without limiting taser use to deadly force 
situations.  
 
As an example of why staff was unable to incorporate the suggested language, officers are trained to 
draw their weapons on felony car stops, prowler calls, and other felonies in progress when there is 
likelihood that the suspect may be armed.  In many of those cases, suspects comply with the officers’ 
verbal commands and as a result, there would be no need to use a taser and it would be a violation of 
the use of force policy and a violation of the law.  If the policy included the allowance of use as directed 
by the Council, there would be no violation of policy and in fact, the number of times a taser would be 
allowed by policy would increase significantly.   
 
There was also discussion at the Council meeting about defining the use of tasers only in those 
circumstances under which lethal force or the use of a gun would be permitted. There are numerous 
situations that officers encounter when deadly force may be permitted but would not be necessary when 
a taser is used and/or in situations when deadly force would not be permitted, but the use of taser would 
prevent injury to suspects and/or officer several examples recently occurred in Palo Alto.  In one 
situation, officers responded to call of  a suspect who had gone on a rampage, was out of control , 
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cutting himself and flinging blood all over the location.  This was a suspect who was believed to have 
been responsible for a burglary the previous evening.  When the officers arrived, the suspect did not 
comply with verbal commands and continued to resist arrest.  Officers were forced to go hands on with 
the suspect, potentially exposing them to HIV and causing them to go through the testing and 
prophylactic process to ensure they were not exposed.  In another situation, officers responded to a call 
of a man who had become combative with medical workers and who was threatening to commit suicide. 
After a period of trying to verbally calm down the subject, he picked up a metal cane and began 
advancing on the officers.  Fortunately, in this situation there was time for the less-lethal Sage gun to be 
obtained from a supervisor’s car and this less-lethal weapon was used to subdue the subject.  In many 
other situations like this however, there is not the time for officers to gain access to the Sage less-lethal 
weapon.  The third incident involved a very intoxicated individual who kept calling 9-1-1 because he 
had been forced to leave a downtown establishment due to his condition.  He was very belligerent and 
clearly unable to care for himself and refused to get out of the middle of the street even though officers 
directed him to do so.  He would not comply with the officers and they were forced to go hands on with 
him. The suspect sustained an injury as a result and had to be taken to the hospital for medical 
clearance.  In each of these situations, officers would have been justified in using a taser. 
 
It is also important to remember that suspects can and do increase levels of resistance within a very 
rapid time frame.  Situations that start off fairly calm can quickly and dangerously escalate based upon 
the suspect’s behavior and level of resistance.  Therefore, in those situations when an officer must make 
the immediate decision between the use of taser and the use of a gun, that decision may end up causing 
the officer to lose his/her life.   
 
Many officers across the country have been killed by suspects who have initially complied with 
officer’s commands, only to pull a weapon that is used on an officer. Between January and August, 
2007, 41 police officers were killed due to criminal actions across the country.  This is an increase of 11 
over the same time period in 2006.  These officers were killed while performing traffic stops, answering 
disturbance calls, investigating suspicious persons or circumstances, attempting arrests, responding to 
robbery calls and handling prisoners.   
 
As a result, staff has finalized the policy according to the models of the International Chiefs of Police, 
the Police Executive Research Forum, the California Police Chiefs’ Association and case law. Staff 
believes that the policy, in addition to the 16 hours of initial training given officers that includes 
scenario practical’s, crisis intervention and dealing with people who exhibit symptoms of excited 
delirium will provide clear and understandable direction in the use of tasers.  The Palo Alto Police 
Auditor and City Attorney have reviewed the policy and concur. 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
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Palo Alto General Order 3.08    Use of Force 
 
 
 
PREPARED BY:  Lynne Johnson, Police Chief 
 
 
DEPARTMENT HEAD:                         __________________                    

LYNNE JOHNSON 
      Police Chief 
 
CITY MANAGER APPROVAL:  __________________________________ 

   EMILY HARRISON 
   Assistant City Manager 
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